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About: "Professional Editor for Macintosh." Tag
Archives: anti-dote I’ve done a lot of writing lately, a

lot more than I had planned. I’ve gotten into a routine
of taking a break during the day, jotting down a few
lines about a subject I’m not entirely sure I know. I

just write, seeing what comes out. I’m trying to save
my best writing for the journal. I figure that if I have
nothing to say, I can’t say it well. The original journal
is going to be put into storage at the end of the year.

From there it could end up in the hands of my son
and daughter, or maybe it could end up in a box with
some other old stuff that will lay in my garage until it

has no more value. I’ve had a lot of plans for that
journal. I planned to use it as a time machine to
travel back to the time I first moved to Spain. I

thought that I would use it to start a family. I figured I
could get pregnant and drop it off at my son and

daughter’s house, or maybe leave it for them at the
hospital. Now, I’m not sure where that journal is

going. It’s the last of my big plans, the one that is
maybe not meant to happen. If nothing else, I can use
it as a diary. I’ve kept a lot of journals over the years,
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but these were always for purposes of self discovery.
I’ve kept every Christmas card I’ve ever gotten, and
every birthday card I’ve ever gotten. I’ve kept letters

I’ve written. I’ve kept journals when I was young.
These were all kept for reasons other than

documenting the details of my life. I have a lot of
journals on my shelf that I picked up from traveling
through Europe. I have a journal from Zimbabwe, a

journal from Dubai. I have a journal from North Korea,
a journal from Cuba. I have a journal from Iran, a

journal from Morocco, a journal from Istanbul, and a
journal from Canada. When I first started to write, I
never really knew I was writing a journal, because I

had no idea where it would all go. I mostly wrote just
to read it over and over again. I didn’
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